
COMMEMORATION OF 40 YEARS SINCE 1971 
AND BIRTHDAY OF MR DAVID MADHAVAN 

 
Earlier in March 2011, those in the Primary Express Class 
celebrated the 80th Birthday of Mrs. Eileen Gunaretnam at the 
SU club. Mr Madhavan was also a guest for the dinner and we 
learnt that he was turning 71 in October. The idea of Class of 
71 rejoicing 40 years alongside the 71 birthday of a teacher 
was conceived in the mind of CRO. However, with pressing 
work priority the idea was kept at the back burner. 
 
At the ACS Old Boys Reunion in Aug 2011, there was a special 
mention of those who have left school for those who have left 
school for 50 and 60 years.  Those in Class of 71 did a quick 
calculation and realized it has been 40 years since we broke 
free of our ACS uniforms and went separate ways.  Foo Chee 
Keong being an active committee member of the ACS Old 
Students Association was adamant Class of 71 have our own 
reunion. CRO was pressed to organize our own reunion to 
commemorate this momentous event and the double 
celebrations had to birth. Ideally, I would have planned the 
event with a trumpet blast and fanfare but after my surgery, 
the spirit is enthusiastic but admittedly, the body (especially 
the leg) now has inadequacies. It was challenging to co-
ordinate as I only had one date to maneuver - 15 Oct when 
David was likely available.  
 
I appreciated the early birds who responded – Stephen Cheah, 
Ranjit Singh; it gave me the oomph I needed to get going. My 
usual sidekicks Felicia and Wing Kwong had commitments on 
that date. Fortunately Phooi Fun stuck with running the event. 
Felicia sent her representative instead. Special thanks to Chew Lim 
for being the official photographer for the evening. 
 
30 of us including teachers managed to make the event which 
was held on 15 October. Thanks to the charisma and 
negotiation skills of Phooi Fun, we were positioned in a private 
room at the Lucky Place Restaurant in Seremban 2. It was 
ideal as the restaurant was catering to several wedding 
receptions and the noise level could have spoilt the evening. As 
usual, some of the expected did not turn up but that did not 



prevent us from having a good time. Paul Kit drove back from 
Singapore accompanied by Kim Fui. He had to put up with the 
constant bantering or snoring that kept him company. 
Singapore based Victor Chu happened to be in town as well. 
We missed Hock Lye who was back from Melbourne a week too 
early and Chin Teng who had to fly back to NZ that evening. 
 
It was lovely to see some of the not so regular turn up – Ranjit 
Singh; Lee Choo and members representing the Mosquito Gang 
which included Keng Hay and Tham Fong. Eddie Leow made his 
appearance after a long sabbatical. It was delightful to catch up 
with Kooi Mei as the last reunion she attended was 15 years 
ago. Formalities were discarded, the leg pulling, teasing was a 
reflection and testimony of the friendship that had gone 
through a testing of 50 years. 
 
Everyone was reminded not to wish David before hand as we 
wanted the birthday celebration to be a surprise. I suspect 
David was mulling as to why no mentioned of his birthday as I 
had earlier checked out with the Mrs on his birth date. When 
the reunion dates were fixed, he also told me he was not 
available during his birthday weekend end Oct. He must have 
been lamenting, “How come the CRO is so thick; nothing about 
me turning 71!!!” 
 
We were joined by other teachers including Mr Yeoh Teng San, 
Mr Lee Chee Ping and Mr Choong Wai Foo. Mei Ling was tasked 
with getting a card and Phooi Fun ordered the cake and kept it 
hidden. Chee Keong (competences - on-time, reliable, 
dependable supporter) picked up David from his house but the 
traffic in Seremban was dreadful and dinner started close to 
7.45 as most of the guests trickled in late.  The ladies table 
held in reserve a seat for Paul Kit at their table but much to 
their frustration, Paul who missed the junction at Jusco 
Seremban and landed somewhere in Senawang. Peter Pan 
should have sprinkled some pixie dust and flew in. 
 
The usual catching up surrounded the scrumptious meal 
(thanks to Phooi Fun for the menu) with the intermittent drinks 
challenged being formed a major part of the evening’s 
program. Reliving situations down memory lane is always such 



fun and makes you feel young all over again; I had the 
privilege listening to tales from the mosquito gang. Keng Hay 
still remembered the IC number of a certain Yellow Bird who 
stayed in Hose Road. Poor bird, she must have been stalked 
during school days, no wonder, she fled to Singapore.  
 
Finally when the dessert was being served; the birthday cake 
was brought out. When we invited him forward; David was 
somewhat touched, we did retain information about his 
birthday after all. As we all crowded around him to sing and 
wish him well, I opened the floor to people for an opportunity 
to say something. I believe if you have a chance to be grateful 
for or appreciate someone, do it when they are within ear shot. 
Balan set the tone for this the session. A mention of David’s 
analogy of life which is like a river, when you are young, you 
are vibrant, full of energy; take risks, reckless. However when 
you grow older, like a river you turn, slow down and meander, 
you become more tolerant and gracious. A smoker during his 
younger days, David had this philosophy to all his students 
“Don’t do what I do, do what I say.” How wise!  
 
Phooi Fun learnt to be assertive and became the chili padi she 
is today; Ranjit commented on the positive impact our teachers 
had on the young and rash. For Tiew Sing, admired David; his 
best teacher who taught him respect and tribute. Different 
ones including all the teachers in attendance took a time to 
reminiscent the good times we all had in ACS.  For David, his 
years teaching in ACS were the best of his career. He arrived 
young, haughty and arrogant, yet had that affection and care 
for his students. He was cautioned by the then Principal that he 
was taking on the most awful class in Form 5. David was a 
person who also saw the glass half full - he challenged us and 
in retrospect, we have all turned up well – none of us so far got 
on off beam and landed on the criminal side of the law...  
 
Formal education may be over but the lessons learnt last a 
lifetime. To David and all the teachers who have touched our 
lives and shaped us; thank you. Mr Lee is remembered for 
organizing field trips, Mr Yeoh sports and court activities, Mr 
Choong for his contribution in the camera club & bookshop; 
thank you for the values you have inculcate us in school, the 



self esteem, the comradeship; humane qualities which are a 
vital and integral part of life.  How apt when Kooi Mei and Phooi 
Fun serenaded the teachers when they duet the song – “To Sir 
with Love”.  
 
That night a soft side of Tiew Sing was revealed. Although he 
does not say much in crowd, unless he has a few whiskies, I 
learnt how appreciative he was of Stephen Cheah. He 
resonated how Stephen extended his hospitality when he 
visiting Penang when Stephen was still with the Shangri-La 
Hotel in Penang. Tiew Sing was full of praises for his customer 
service and professionalism. 
 
I must have got the formula right, the first reunion I received 
no criticism or stinker for the event; or is after 40 years the 
raging river is now at tranquil and I am now composed and 
unperturbed. Thank you to everybody who made it and 
contributed to such a successful night. In 10 years, we will 
celebrate leaving school 50 years and also ACS Centennial 
Celebrations. I remembered we were in primary under 
Headmaster the late Mr Veerapan when we celebrated the 
Golden Anniversary; let’s keep well to be around for the 100 
years merriment and gala. 
 
 
Angie 
15 October 2011 
 
 
Footnote:  
It is intriguing after so many years organizing class events; I still go 
through the disappointment from no shows even after they said they will 
be there. Will I ever learn? I still live in hope in the coming years…  
 
 


